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Supported and Funded by 

Explore the current state of art in educational software used 
in schools and at home for children with autism 

To determine if education software used meets the needs of this group 

To gain insight from educational professionals and parents to  
understand how best to utilise interactive multimedia in  
order to enhance moderate functioning autistic  
children’s learning. 
  

To produce a framework for educational software for  
moderately autistic children. 

Aims and Objectives Autism 

TRIAD OF IMPAIRMENTS	


•  SOCIAL RECOGNITION 
 
•  SOCIAL COMMUNICATION 
 
•  SOCIAL UNDERSTANDING	


Sensory Learning 	


“To perceive and communicate in 
 the external environment 
our brains uses multiple sources of  
Sensory information derived from	

	

	

 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Bulthoff et al (2004)	


VISION, TOUCH AND AUDITION” 

“NOISE” in Communication 	


This is the area this study will address	


Fig 01. Shannon Weaver  Communication Model  1947	
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Neurotypical  Child	
 Child on the Autistic Spectrum	


Errors in Processing 

Errors in Processing 

Errors in Processing 

Autism and Educational Software 

Does Educational Software meet the communication 
needs of children on the autistic spectrum? 

Literature review	


 
3 Focus Groups 
Postal Survey 
Online survey 
	

Prototype Design, 
testing and re-design	


Findings - Focus Groups 	
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 Children with autism can become transfixed in the smallest 
 of details…can loose sight of the “whole picture’ - Otherwise  
 know as weak central coherence. 

Design input 
 
•   Feedback needs to re-enforce the intended task 
•   Design for sensory sensitivities;   
•   Avoid distracting palette in interface design 
•   Avoid unnecessary sounds or animations. 
 
 
   

Focus Group Findings 	


Design input   
•   Have a progress map  
•   Introduce a timer so that child can engage in time concepts 
•   Instruction must be explicit and divided into goal orientated steps 
•   Use backward chaining so the child can visualise the end goal 
•   Give the child a sense of agency by introducing customisation 
•   Provide customisation of accents in relation to the country they live in  

 
   

 No concept of time  
 Like a sense of control 
 Can mimic accents 

 

 Making mistakes or  getting answers incorrect can have a  
negative and almost debilitating effect on autistic children 
 (literal thinking…black and white…all or nothing) 

 
 

Design input 
 
•    The design of the program must present the participant 
     with positive ways forward. 
•    Design for sensory processing deficiencies 
•    Interface must be clear and avoid an ambiguity 
•    Reinforce with reward 
•    Avoid predictable quizzes 
•    Quizzes to be in no particular order  
 
 
 
 
   

      Very good memory -  learn by ROTE 
National Survey findings 

National Survey findings 
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How can we enhance Interactive Learning? 

National Survey findings 

1 = Agree 
5 = Disagree 

National Survey findings 

1 = Not Distracting 
5 = Distracting  
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Recommendations  

1 = Agree 
5 = Disagree 
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t learning 
Initial prototype 

Independent learning 

Backward Chaining 	
 Weak Central Coherence	


Giving a sense of ‘Agency’	
 Giving a sense of ‘Agency’	
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Design recommendations 
from primary school teachers 

Daily living skills - Rote	


All educational software should be inclusively designed  
to meet the educational needs of all people  
regardless of their age and ability.  

Thank you 


